5 Powerful Demonstrations of Fellowes
100% Jam Proof System
1. Basic Jam Prevention
c Simply insert a stack of paper with more sheets than the machine’s capacity into the throat.
c The lights turn red to indicate it has been overfed.
c The motor pauses to let you remove excess paper and resume shredding.
Troubleshooting
a Sheet capacity numbers are based on 75 gram / 20 lb. paper used in the factory; shredder
capacity may be more or less depending on paper thickness used.
a Be sure manual forward key is not activated, as this will override or shut off the Jam
Proof System.

2. Increased Productivity
c Fellowes’ sophisticated technology tells you how close you are to the machine’s capacity.
c Insert various counts of paper into the throat – the light bar provides feedback on the thicknesses to let you know
that you can shred more and still be within capacity.
c The more bars within the green-to-yellow range means you’re being more productive with your shredding
time.
Troubleshooting
a As the cutters start to shred paper, vibration occurring inside the paper entry will cause the
indicator lights to flutter into a higher zone.
a The shredder will not be damaged if the red indicator lights are on during the
shredding cycle.

3. FastFed Jam Prevention
c Overlapping passes can cause jams – but not with Fellowes!
c Demo: Shred 1st stack normally, then attempt to add a 2nd stack (where total sheets > capacity) when 1st is
halfway down.
c Shredder pauses for 6 seconds, detecting the excess thickness, and the light bar will flash. Remove 2nd stack;
shredding resumes.
Troubleshooting
a The “paper jam” icon will light up if there are more sheets in the entry than the cutting system
can handle. The shredder will automatically reverse the paper out of the cutters—simply
remove some sheets and re-insert the paper stack.

4. Power Through Misfeeds
c The Jam Proof System provides a temporary turbo-power boost to power through folded paper to
prevent a jam.
c To demo, grab a little less than ½ capacity of paper, fold horizontally in half. Insert open side into throat.
c When the shredder pauses, reverses, and powers through, you’ve shown the feature correctly.
Troubleshooting
a The thickness of the paper stack may vary during shredding due to wrinkles, smaller paper
sizes, etc.—this may cause shredder to sense that it has been overfed. Shredder will reverse
paper out of the cutters; simply remove some sheets and re-insert the paper stack.

5. CD Shredding Demo
c Intellishred shredders come with a CD/Credit Card flap that needs to be rotated into position when
shredding CDs.
c When the CD flap is locked in place, the Jam Proof System is deactivated while CDs/DVDs are being shred.
Troubleshooting
a The light bar will not light up while shredding CDs/DVDs and credit cards.
a CDs and DVDs are made of a wide variety of materials that behave differently when shredded—
if a CD/DVD appears to be “stuck” after the shredding cycle, simply shred some paper through
the paper entry to carry it the rest of the way through the cutters.
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5. auto-oil demo
c Open reservoir portal (inside door) and add oil - no mess!
c To manually demo the Auto-Oil, hold down the Bulldog and Forward buttons at the same time. The faint
buzzing is the oil being applied to the cutters.
Troubleshooting
a Make sure that the reservoir portal is completely open before filling with oil.

